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1. INTRODUcTION

ENVIRONMENTALLY induced changes in plant weight in the flax varieties,
Stormont Cirrus and Stormont Motley (Durrant, 1962, 1971), are accom-
panied by changes in amount of nuclear DNA (Evans, Durrant and Rees,

1966; Evans, 1968). The large genotroph (L) induced by growing plants of
the plastic genotroph (P1) in the specific inducing environment of high soil
nitrogen has approximately 16 per cent. more nuclear DNA than the small

genotroph (5) induced by growing P1 plants in high soil phosphorus. The
L genotroph is up to six times the size of the S genotroph depending on the
environments in which they are grown, but both L and S breed true in
plant weight irrespective of the environments in which subsequent generation
are grown. The P1 genotroph is intermediate in plant weight and in
amount of nuclear DNA.

The induced change in plant weight must occur early in the development
of the P1 genotroph when grown in an inducing environment, probably
before flower primardia are formed at the sixth week, because plants grown
from seed from all capsules, developing over a long period, are identically

changed. A week-by-week study of P1 plants grown in the specific inducing
environments of high soil nitrogen on the one hand, and high soil phosphorus
on the other, showed a gradual divergence in the amounts of nuclear DNA
reaching the maximum difference of 16 per cent. at the fifth week, in parallel
with the induced changes in plant weight thought to occur during this period.
Similarly, the selection of large and small plants from the F2 to F5 of reciprocal
crosses between L and S produced a divergence in plant weight and a cor-
related divergence in amount of nuclear DNA. In these studies, therefore,
the association between DNA and plant weight is complete.

The effects of some other environments on the amount of nuclear DNA
are described here. They are environments which induce non-permanent
changes in DNA, and environments which cause reversion of previously
induced changes in DNA.

2. NON-PERMANENT INDUCED CHANGE5

The specific inducing environments of n and p need to be accompanied
by a general inducing environment to bring about the fully induced changes
of P1 to L and S. A general inducing environment is made up of suitable

levels of soil fertility, temperature and light for promoting rapid healthy
growth. Plastic plants, supplied with nitrogen, ii (ammonium sulphate
fertiliser), or phorphorus, p (triple superphosphate fertiliser), grown in a
heated greenhouse for five weeks and then transplanted into the field, under
good cultural conditions, change to L or S. If the plastic plants are supplied
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with n orp and grown in 3-inch or 5-inch pots in a heated greenhouse such
that their final weights may be only a quarter of those optimally treated, the
induced changes in plant weight are small, or absent altogether, even though
the treated plants have been quite clearly affected by the contrasting n and
p treatments. One question is, do these environments which fail to induce
L and S also fail to induce changes in amount of nuclear DNA?

The environments used in these studies were as follows. The P1 plants

were grown in 5-inch pots, one plant per pot, containing compost made up
of seven parts soil from the field, three parts peat and two parts gravel, to
which had been added 8 oz. of John Innes base fertiliser, and 1 oz. of
hydrate of lime for the n pots, per 12 Cu. ft. 150 c.c. of 2 per cent, solution of
ammonium sulphate was applied to each 5-inch pot at sowing, and allowed
to drain through, for the n treatment, and 150 c.c. of 2 per cent. triple
superphosphate for the p treatment. The seed was sown during the first
week of April 1965, and the plants remained in the pots in the heated
greenhouse until maturity.

Samples of n- and p-treated P1 plants, denoted C0n and C0p, were taken
at weekly intervals and the amount of nuclear DNA was measured in 4C

resting nuclei of apical meristems using Feulgen photometry (Evans, 1968).
The amounts of nuclear DNA gradually diverged and at the 5th week the

TABLE 1

Mean plant weights (g.) of the C1 and C, generations of plastic plants grown in a restricted general
inducing eneironment with nitrogen (C,n plants)and phosphorus (C,p plants)

C, treatments

n p Difference

C1 658 591 6•7

C, 682 614 68

C0n plants had 16 per cent, more nuclear DNA than the C0p plants. P1 plants
grown in a non-inducing environment at the same time had an intermediate
amount. Therefore in the more restricted general environment of moderate
soil fertility and 5-inch pots, where induced changes in plant weight to the
L and S genotrophs were not expected to occur, the specific inducing environ-
ments of n and p had successfully induced changes in nuclear DNA to the
full amounts characteristic of the L and S genotrophs. Either the association
between induced changes in plant weight and nuclear DNA breaks down
here or, contrary to expectation, the environments had successfully induced
the full changes in plant weight as well.

The progeny of further samples taken from the same batch of C0n and

C0p plants were grown the following year. They were grown for the first
5 weeks in a heated greenhouse and transplanted into the field with a com-
pound fertiliser in four replicates, five plants per plot. These are C1n and
C1p plants. Seed collected from them were grown the year after under
similar conditions to give the second generation which are the C2n and C2p
plants. The mean plant weights are given in table 1. The difference
between C1n and C1p is significant (P <5 per cent.) on a one-tail test; the
difference between C2n and C2p is highly significant (P <0.1 per cent.) so
that a genuine induced change in plant weight has occurred. But the
difference is small, about 10 per cent., whereas for the full induction of L and
S C2n should be at least twice the size of C2p. Therefore, in the restricted
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general inducing environment the full change in amount of nuclear DNA

occurs in the C0 generation, with scarcely any change in plant weight in
the C and C2 generations.

Further samples of C1n and C1p plants were grown in the greenhouse in
a non-inducing environment in 1966 together with L, S and P1 plants for
comparison. Their amounts of nuclear DNA measured at the 5th week
are given in table 2. The L, S and P1 values agree with previous results;

TABLE 2

Nuclear DNA values of the L and S stable genotroph:, the Fl genotroph and C1n and C1p plants. In
this and subsequent tables the DNA values are in arbitrary units, and each is obtained from a
separate plant unless a mean value is stated

Replicates
— Percentage

2 3 4 5 Mean difference

L 15•9 157 152 15-8 15-7 157
S 130 124 12-9 130 142 l31 166

P1 13-5 135 135 14-5 15-1 14•0

C1n 143 14-2 140 145 14-4 143

C1p 13-0 133 133 138 134 13-4
6•7

L has 16 per cent. more DNA than S, and P1 is intermediate. C1n and C1p
plants, though descended from C0n and C0p plants with the full 16 per cent.
difference, have only about 8 per cent. difference.

Similar data are given in table 3 for the C2 generation grown in a non-
inducing environment in a greenhouse in 1967. L, S and P1 show the same

TABLE 3

Nuclear DNA values of the L and S stable genatrophs, the P1 genotroph and C,n and C,p plants

Replicates
Percentage

1 2 3 4 5 Mean difference

L 23-7 236 238 239 243 239
S 200 21-5 199 21•1 209 207
P1 22-4 22-5 21-8 22-1 22-8 22•3

C,n 22-3 222 22-9 229 23-0 22-7
0

c2p 230 22-9 21-7 22-5 22-7 22-6

pattern as before, but there is no difference between C2n and C2p, as far as
can be judged within the resolving power of the method of analysis. There-
fore, in the restricted general inducing environment the specific inducing
environments of n and p induce the full difference in amount of nuclear
DNA in the treated P1 plants but it is lost within two generations. This loss
is accompanied by a failure of the specific inducing environments to induce
the large difference in plant weight characteristics of the L and S geno-
trophs.

3. REVERSION OF INDUCED CRANGES IN NUCLEAR DNA

Plants of the L and S genotrophs were selected for high and low plant
weight for five generations. Table 4 gives the mean plant weights, which
show that there is no response to selection and the L and S genotrophs
continue to breed true with respect to the induced changes in plant weight.

2E
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In the third generation the selection lines were sampled and their amounts
of nuclear DNA measured. Table 5 gives the mean DNA measurements
from four separate experiments, columns (1) to (4), using a different set of
plants for each. The plants were grown in a heated greenhouse and the DNA
measurements made at the 5th week.

TABLE 4

Mean plant weights (g.) of lines selected for high and low plant weight within the stable L and S geno-

trophs over four generations grown in dflrent years

Generations
_____________A_____________

F, F4 F5 F6

L fHigh 784 575 637 154

Low 681 637 737 18•0

s 240 200 35•7 4.5

Low 271 177 314 46

In the first experiment there were four plants of each of the four combina-
tions, but L and S were grown at different times and are not comparable.
Within L, plants of the high selection line have more nuclear DNA than those
of the low selection lines; within S it is the reverse.

In the second experiment there were four plants of each combination
and here and in the remainder of the experiments, L and S were grown and

TABLE 5

Nuclear DNA values (means offour or five plants, see text) of the high and low selection lines in the F3,

measured in four experiments. Percentage differences are given for the L and S means. In
experiment 4 unselected L and S plants, grown for the first 5 weeks in a greenhouse in all previous

generations since their induction, were grown for comparison

Experiment

1 2 3 4

IHigh 207 194 241 240
L Low 191 180 231 229

LMean 199 187 236 235

High 203 174 224 217
S . Low 211 183 232 232

LMean 207 178 22'8 225
Percentage
difference 5•1 35 4.3

L — — 25•1
S — — 21•0

Percentage
difference 164

analysed together. Within L and within S the results are the same as in the
first experiment, but overall L has only 5 per cent. more DNA than S, in-
stead of the expected 16 per cent. In fact, the low selection line of S has
slightly more nuclear DNA than the low selection line of L.

In experiment 3 the analysis was repeated using five plants of each com-
bination. The table shows that within and between L and S the results are
the same. L on average has about 4 per cent, more DNA than S.
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In experiment 4 the analysis was repeated with the inclusion of plants
from the normal stocks of the L and S genotrophs. Among the selected
lines the results are the same as before, L overall having 4 per cent. more
DNA than S. Since the normal stocks of L and S have the full 16 per cent.
difference, the drop to 4 per cent. in the selected lines cannot be due to
technique. The comparison also shows that in the selection lines the DNA
values of L and S converge, L decreases and S increases, that is, they are
reverting to the original DNA value of the plastic genotroph from which

they had originally diverged by environmental induction.
Apart from the effects of selection there is one other probable explanation

for these results. L and S genotrophs are normally multiplied up each year
by growing them for the first 5 weeks in a heated greenhouse and all experi-
ments are done as far as possible in this way. The generations of the selection
lines were grown out-of-doors from sowing to maturity and the lower tem-
peratures during he first 5 weeks of growth experienced by the plants in the
two generations prior to the DNA analysis could have caused the reversion.

Another experiment was begun in 1965, independently of the selection
experiment, where samples of L and S seed were grown on the one hand under
normal conditions in the greenhouse and then transplanted into the field,

TABLE 6

Mean plant weights (g.) in 1967 of the progeny of L and S genotrophs grown for the first 5 weeks in a

greenhouse in all previous generations since induction except for the last two, when they were grown

in the environments shown. T1, greenhouse for the first 5 weeks (i.e. as before); T,. out-of-doors
for the first 5 weeks

1965 T 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
1966 T 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2

Genotroph L S L S L S L S

61 24 59 26 61 22 65 24

T1, and on the other, out-of-doors from sowing, T2, but otherwise under the
same conditions as T1. The progeny was grown again in the following year
in both environments to give four environment combinations each for L and

S. The experiment was replicated four times, the replicates being kept
separate in setting them out each year and in growing on their progeny.
After the two generations in the temperature treatments the progeny was
tested in a randomised block field experiment with eight replicates, five
plants per plot, each of the four original replicates being grown in two of the
field replicates. None of the differences between the mean plant weights
listed in table 6 is significant other than the overall difference between L
and S so that as far as can be shown here the environments of the two
previous generations have had no effect on the plant weight difference
between L and S.

Some plants were also grown in the greenhouse for nuclear DNA measure-
ments at the 5th week. They were the progeny of plants which had been
grown in either T1 or T2, in both the two previous generations, taken from
two out of the four original replicates. The results are given for the two repli-
cates separately in table 7, and they both follow the expected pattern. L
and S plants grown in the greenhouse for the first 5 weeks of each generation
retain the large difference between them of nearly 16 per cent. in amount
of nuclear DNA, whereas in those that were kept outside during this period
there is a drop to 5 per cent. The amount of DNA in L has decreased, and
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in S it has increased. Therefore, as before, both are reverting to the P1
genotroph in amount of nuclear DNA, but not in plant weight.

All DNA studies were made at the 5th week on plants growing in the
greenhouse. Since temperature has been shown to be important during this

TABLE 7

Nuclear DNA values of the progeny of L and S genotrophs grown for the first 5 weeks in a greenhouse in

all previous generations since induction except for the last two generations, when they were grown in

the environments shown, i.e. the first two and last two columns of table 6. See text for replicates I

and II

Replicate I

Plant replicates
___________________A

Percentage
2 3 4 5 Mean difference

L T1 T1 252 234 221 248 246 240 15•4S T1 T1 205 205 20'3 2l•8 208 20.8f

L T3 T2 238 224 223 227 226 228
S T2 T, 222 208 220 217 212 216

Replicate II

Plant replicates
A

Percentage
6 7 8 9 10 Mean difference

L T, T1 243 242 236 244 243 242 142
S T1 T1 203 208 220 218 212 21.2f

L T, T2 23•0 233 230 231 228 230
S T5 T, 216 221 221 220 218 219f

period it is conceivable that the percentage difference in DNA might have
dropped to zero in the two pervious generations out-of-doors but had risen
again to 5 per cent. because of the greenhouse temperatures in which the
plants assayed were growing. L and S plants taken from the selection
experiments were therefore grown in the greenhouse, and outside, from
sowing and the amount of nuclear DNA compared at the 5th week. Table 8

TABLE 8

Nuclear DNA values means offour plants, of high and low selection lines given in tables 4 and 5, measured

in F3 plants grown in the greenhouse and outside. Percentage djfferences are given for the L and S
means

Greenhouse Outside

High 192 196
L - Low 184 184

Mean 18-8 190

High 17-8 17-7

S . Low 18-4 185

LMean 18-1 181

Percentage
difference 3.9 4.7

shows that growing the assayed plants out-of-doors makes no difference to
the result and, taking all the experiments into account, the DNA difference
between L and S is reduced on average to 4 or 5 per cent. after two genera-
tions out-of-doors.
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4. Discussxo

The reversions in amount of nuclear DNA described here are of two
sorts. In the first case, type I, changes induced by a restricted inducing
environment are followed by an immediate but gradual reversion. In the
second case, type II, well-established and hitherto stable changes in DNA
gradually revert when the plants are grown at a lower temperature.

The full induction in plant weight and nuclear DNA of L and S from P1
requires the specific inducing environments of n and p respectively and a
general inducing environment for promoting optimal growth of the treated
P1 plants (Durrant, 1971). The restricted pot conditions used in the experi-
ments on type I reversion give a general environment which is virtually non-
inducing as judged by the absence of any pronounced induced changes in
plant weight in the following generations, yet the specific inducing environ-
ments had in fact induced the full difference in amount of nuclear DNA in
the treated P1 plants themselves. Nevertheless, unlike the stabilising effect
of the fully inducing general environment the induced DNA changes are
not stable and immediately begin to revert, apparently disappearing alto-
gether by the second generation. In the ensuing generations the plants were
grown for the first 5 weeks in the greenhouse and hence the reversions could
not have been type II. Therefore this general environment mediates the
induction of changes in DNA by the specific inducing n and p environments
in the P1 plants to the full extent, but it is not able to stabilise the induced
changes nor make them permanent, and, consequently, there must be at
least two events in the environmental induction of permanent, fully induced
changes in DNA. Since this general environment restricts the develop-
ment of the treated P1 plants, the stabilising capacity of the fully inducing
general environment may lie in the more rapid growth of the plants which
it promotes, and could act after the crucial 5-week period of induction of the
initial change in amount of nuclear DNA. Other evidence has been given
for at least two events (Durrant, 1971) in the transmission of induced changes
via the L and S genotrophs.

Since these non-permanent changes in DNA occur in environments which
fail to induce the full changes in plant weight it is conceivable that plant
weight behaves in the same way. It may be that the inducible plant weight
factors also undergo change in the treated P1 plants but their effects do not
appear in the following generation because they too have reverted. On the
other hand, type II reversion shows that the association between induced
changes in plant weight and nuclear DNA is not necessarily complete:
furthermore, in the type I reversion experiment where there is apparently
no difference in DNA in the C2 generation there remains a small but signi-
ficant induced plant weight difference. Subculture of the treated P1 plants
might establish if there were induced differences in growth rate. There is
also the possibility that, although the effects of the inducing, and restricted,
general inducing environment on plant weight are well substantiated, some
changes may have occurred in the P1 genotroph during seed multiplication
which could contribute differentially to the type I reversibility of the DNA
changes and the reduced amount of induction in plant weight.

Type II reversion shows that induced changes in DNA which are fully
maintained in later generations when L and S are grown in some environ-
ments are at least partially reversible when they are grown in others. The

2 E2
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main difference between the two sets of environments is that the induced
change is maintained by a general environmental component which, with
regard to the termperature factor, is inducing, but reverts in one that is not
inducing. The specific n and p environmental components which gave the
divergent, induced changes in the first place do not play any further part
here, yet the reversion is identically opposite to the divergent changes, since
the amounts of nuclear DNA in both L and S revert towards that of the P1
genotroph. Consequently the general environment which causes the rever-
sion releases the plants from the stabilising effect of the fully inducing en-
vironment. The stabilisation of the DNA change occurs in a fully inducing
general environment which promotes more rapid growth of the treated P1
plants than the restricted general environment which was unable to stabilise
the change. The release of the plants from the stabilising effect is brought

about by a lower temperature permitting only slow growth. It may be,
therefore, that stabilisation of the induced change occurs during rapid
growth, and the stabilisation of the reverted state, or partly reverted state,
during slow growth. The cytoplasm is capable of controlling the activity of
the nucleus, as shown by nuclear transplants in cells of higher organisms,
e.g. Gurdon and Brown (1965), Harris (1968), and it may participate here
in a stabilised, or self-perpetuating, association with the nucleus, which is
altered by changes in rate of cell division. On the other hand, one or more of
the many factors making up the environments may be more important than
growth rate itself.

Type II reversion also shows that the association between induced
changes in plant weight and amount of nuclear DNA can be partly broken. It
is possible that the DNA reversion would be complete if L and S were grown
out-of-doors for more than two generations, or by lower temperatures than
those experienced by growing the plants out-of-doors during the first 5
weeks. Even so, it would be difficult to substantiate that the DNA differ-
ence had no direct affect on plant weight by the DNA analyses used here
since an undetectable difference may remain. In the experiments on type II
reversion the difference in amount of nuclear DNA reverts to approximately
4 or 5 per cent. The two replicates of the second experiment are virtually
identical in giving this value, but in the selection experiment, which also
gives an average value of about 5 per cent., the high and low selection lines
have different amounts within both L and S, which taken over all assays
are highly significant. These may be fortuitous changes due to local en-
vironmental variation or maternal effects, particularly as the DNA values
move in different directions in L or S with respect to selection. On the other
hand there may be variation in the factors determining induced plant weight,
and in DNA, which is not normally inherited, but when selection for plant
weight is made in an environment causing reversion in amount of DNA then,
although no changes occur in plant weight, they do occur in amount of
nuclear DNA due to its concomitant response to selection.

The induction of changes in amount of nuclear DNA, the stabilising or
maintenance of the changes and their reversion, analysed at the level of the
whole nucleus, obviously gives no direct information on the chromosomal
changes involved, whether, for example, they are due to polynemy of some
segments or to tandem, gene repetition. They show nevertheless how plastic
the genetic substance can be to the influence of the environment, but this
plasticity must also be under genetic control.
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5. SUMMARY

Type I reversion

1. When the general component of the inducing environment is restricted
the full induction of the heritable changes in plant weight to the large (L)

genotroph and the small (S) genotroph from the plastic (P1) genotroph
does not occur, but the full change in amount of nuclear DNA is nevertheless
induced in the treated P1 plants, nitrogen-treated plants having 16 per cent.
more DNA at the 5th week than the phosphorus-treated plants.

2. The difference in amount of DNA drops to 5 per cent. in the next
generation grown without additional nitrogen or phosphorus and, within the
limits of resolution of the method, to zero in the generation after.

3. Since the restricted environments induce non-permanent changes in
DNA whereas the fully inducing environments induce permanent heritable
changes, there must be at least two events, one, the induction of the change
two, the stabilisation of the induced change. These must be mediated by
different environments, or different sequences of environments, assuming that
no important changes have occurred in P1 during seed multiplication.

Type II reversion

4. The plant weights of L and S obtained by growing L and S in fully
inducing environments are stable in inheritance in all environments tested.
The different amounts of nuclear DNA induced in L and S are also stable in
inheritance except when the plants are grown at a lower temperature in the
first 5 weeks of growth; the 16 per cent. difference in DNA then drops to
5 per cent. within two generations although no reversion occurs in plant

weight.
5. The environment causing the reversion does not act specifically on

either L or S because the DNA of both revert towards the P1 value, and the
specific environments which induce L and S are not involved. Therefore
it is an environment which releases the plants, with regard to the amount of
DNA, from the stabilising effect of the fully inducing environment.

6. This environment has no effect on the stability of the induced changes
in plant weight so that the association between amount of nuclear DNA
and plant weight is not complete.
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